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Abstract
Fiber reinforced polymer composites are widely used in industrial field, such
as military, aerospace and automobile, and in the spotlight of using structural
materials. For this reason, mechanical analysis and manufacturing process
composites are researched in numerus studies. Moreover, many structural
analysis of composites are published for improving its properties and
reinforcing its properties. Unit cell approach is major concept of mechanical
analysis of composite and three dimensional (3D) modelling of composite
structure is well established. This unit cell analysis has high accuracy and
reflecting complicated composite structures, however it has high cost of
computing time and modeling process. Moreover it cannot be considered
structural effect from deformation and loading condition. For this reason, new
approach of composite mechanical analysis is developed with continuum based
model in this study. The aim of this method is continuum analysis with fast
computing time and considering structural effect of textile composite structures
with one-step 3D structural analysis.
New numerical analysis model, called fiber based continuum model (FBM),
is continuum based algorithm considered fiber orientation and structure of a
textile composite. Fiber architecture is important factor of mechanical
properties of a composite, so FBM is focused on fiber structure and its change
inside of a composite. Moreover, this method is used fiber and matrix properties
for numerical analysis, so structural analysis can be done with minimum
parameters. Furthermore, based on layer method and modified ply discount
method, Failure behavior can be predicted with Puck’s failure citation.
3D textile composite fabrication and structure analysis method are developed
for numerical validation and characterization, in the next chapter. FBM analysis
can be used for arbitrary 3D textile composites with yarn path function, so
verification works is needed with several 3D structures. In this study, 3D five
axis braided and orthogonal woven composite is manufactured and tested. For
this, 3D weaving method was developed in laboratory scale. Moreover, before
the mechanical test of composites, structural analysis is done with micro-CT
image.
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Finally, FBM is verified with experimental of 3D textile composites. Tensile
and bending test was done for characterization of composites. The experimental
results of which were compared with simulated results, demonstrating that the
current numerical model can properly predict the mechanical behavior of 3D
fiber-reinforced composites. Moreover, based on FBM analysis, application of
3D textile composite is investigated.
Keywords: fiber-reinforced composites, numerical analysis, structural
analysis, 3D composites, fiber based model
Student Number: 2010-30177
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Fiber reinforced polymer composites (FRPs)
Fiber reinforced polymer composites (FRPs) have been widely used such as
sports goods and structural materials, because of their high stiffness and
strength. Woven and braided composite are typical types of fiber reinforced
composite, showing high mechanical performance. FRPs prove durability and
stability of the material in these days so designers and manufacturers used FRPs
in very sophisticated and highly loaded structures. Especially, carbon fiber is
one of strongest fiber in the area and it is a material consisting of fibers about
around 10 micrometers in diameter. Carbon fibers have higher properties such
as high stiffness, high tensile strength, light weight, and high thermal, chemical
resistance than similar fibers as glass or plastic fibers. This carbon fiber are
usually manufactured composite with other resin materials and carbon fiber
reinforced polymer composite (CFRP) is widely used because it has extremely
high strength-to-weight ratio. Also, it is used with other compound for
particular object such as carbon-carbon composites for high temperature
atmosphere.

FRPs have numerus structures from simple unidirectional composite to 3D
complex structures. Fundamental FRP structure is unidirectional composites
and it is used many industrial field with laminate structures. It is one
dimensional (1D) structure and has high stiffness according to longitudinal
direction, however it has extremely anisotropic properties and delamination
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problems so other structures are developed and researched. Next part is two
dimensional (2D) structures such as woven and braided composites, it can be
controlled plane properties so used for many sheet and plate structures as
laminate composites.

Woven structure is most commonly used form of textile composite for
structural application. It is generally consist of warp and weft yarns those are
longitudinal and transverse direction to the yarn orientation. Woven structure
has several structures according to these yarn orientation and interaction such
as plain, twill and satin weaves which are classified by repeating patterns. Plain
weave is basic structures of 2D woven and its repeating unit is one warp yarn
and one weft yarn. Twill and satin weaves are over one warp yarns for one weft
yarn in the repeating units. Woven fabrics also can be classified by openedpacking and closed-packings [1]. This classification is based on gaps between
two yarns in warp or weft. This woven structures have good stability and
reliability for structural materials as sheet and plate however poor properties on
in-plane shear. Braided fabrics are used more high-end application of FRPs.
Braided structures are constructed by intertwining of two or more set of yarns.
Also axial yarns, which is aligned longitudinal direction for reinforcing
stiffness of braided structure, is used for tri-axial braided composite and this
composite used for high-end industries such as aircraft and military. Braiding
structure has also several variations with braiding parameters as woven fabrics
and it can be manipulated mechanical properties more than other 2D textile
composites such as braid angle, yarn size, yarn spacing, and fiber volume
fractions.
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However 1D or 2D structures cannot be overcome delamination and torsional
problems so 3D FRPs are developed and researched based on 2D structures
such as 3D braided and 3D woven composites. These 3D composites have no
delamination, high failure strength, and long fatigue life. So using 3D
composites for structural materials, many studies was done and still researching
in these days. For researching FRPs properties, numerical analysis is usually
adopted because complex FRP structures have many parameters for mechanical
behavior of the composites.

1.2 Mechanical behavior prediction of FRPs
1.2.1 Composite stiffness prediction theories
The mechanical analysis of the composites has been well developed using
numerical methods in many studies and well established in many works [1, 2].
Finite element method has been used universally for numerical analysis of
structural problems and it is also for FRPs analysis. Here, FRPs have repeating
units and inner yarn structures so the general procedure of analysis the
mechanical properties of composite is unit cell determination and its
reconstruction with periodic boundary condition. Therefore, mechanical
properties prediction is depends on unit cell modelling and assembled
composite structures.

For woven composites, it is conventional structure and is has been researched
several decades. First conventional analytical method was developed by
Ishikawa, T. and Chou, T. W. with linear and nonlinear model for stiffness and
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strength of woven composites [3, 4]. This model, called mosaic model, is
developed for analysis and the textile composite is simply regarded as assemble
of pieces of cross-ply laminate (see Figure ….). In this model the shear
deformation in the thickness direction is neglected and a lamina was simplified
to two 1D approach. The lamination plate theory is used for calculate the
mechanical stiffness and compliances. This model has good agreement between
predictions and experimental results, however fiber continuity and stress and
strain in the interlaced region were not considered. Therefore, crimp model,
called fiber undulation model, was proposed [4]. This model contained fiber
continuity and undulation of the yarn in the ‘mosaic model’. These model were
very useful for understanding and predicting mechanical properties of woven
fabrics. Moreover, ‘bridge model’ was developed for considering interaction
between an undulated regions and it was applied to analysis non-linear behavior
of textile composites such as Hahn and Tsai model [5]. Whitney and Chou [6]
developed a new model to predict elastic properties of composites reinforced
with 3D angle interlock textile preforms. This model considered micro cells
that were dividing the unit cell into a several structural regions. The fiber in the
micro cells were assumed a series however the result of prediction showed less
agreement with satin weave predictions.
Zhang and Harding used strain energy principle with finite element method for
mechanical analysis of the textile composites [7]. In this model, the plain woven
lamina was assumed having undulation in on direction and that is extended to
2D undulation model. A 2D crimp model is developed by Naik and Shebekar
for elastic analysis of a 2D plain woven textile composites [8, 9]. This model
was used extended 1D crimp model and incorporated the fiber undulation and
continuity model to both of warp and weft yarns. The in-plane properties were
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predicted with good agreement with experimental result in this model. Naik and
Ganesh was developed two more models for analysis of woven textiles called
as slice array model and element array model [10]. These models were
discretized unit cell along the loading direction and elastic constants were
estimated by assembling the elements of the unit cell. This model was also
reported good agreement with experimental for prediction of mechanical
properties of textile composite in plain weave model. Moreover, they were used
these models to predict shear moduli and thermal properties of the laminate
composites. After that, they developed 2D woven fabric composite strength
model for 2D plain weave fabrics [11, 12]. Using this model, there were
predicted the failure strength and stress behavior according to failure and strain
history of uniaxial static loading condition and the effect of fabric geometry for
the failure behavior.
A unit cell model for textile composite beams was proposed by Sanker and
Marrey [13]. In this model, the material was assumed to be subjected to uniform
state of strain. Hence, the displacement and traction was discontinuous between
the faces of the unit cell. This method was verified with isotropic biomaterial
beams and good agreement with experimental result both of beam and
lamination theories. This method was used to evaluate the stiffness coefficients
of composite beams with isotropic matrix. Ichihasi and his group developed
numerical model with interfacial properties of woven fabrics [14]. In this model,
between fiber bundles, a interphase element is inputted and the prediction
showed that lower modulus and higher strength interface had a higher resistant
to the micro fracture stress than on the interfacial strength.
Glaessgen and his group developed a method using the textile geometry model
with finite element method for internal details of stress, strain, and failure
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behavior of the composites [15]. In this method, a unit cell geometrical model
is carried out to structural analysis of the composite. Cox developed ‘binary
model’ for 3D textile composite in the elastic regime [16, 17]. In this model,
axial properties of tows was represented by line element with two nodes. Based
on these numerus analysis technics, to obtain accurate prediction of mechanical
properties, there were more complex computational method is performed and
developed [18, 19]. Whitcomb proposed a global-local finite element analysis
method [18]. Coarse global model can be applied to obtain force and
displacement and the value was used as boundary condition for local regions.
This model had problems for probability of differences between stiffness of
global and local models, however based on this model other numerical technics
were developed [20]. Moreover, Woo and Whitcomb proposed 3D failure
analysis of plain woven textile composites [21].
Chapman and Whitcomb investigated considering tow architecture model and
in this model, a yarn was assumed having sinusoidal path and a lenticular cross
section [22]. Whitcomb and Srirengan presented a model for simulating
progressive failure model [23]. Also, progressive failure model is developed for
laminated and woven composites [24]. A 3D finite element model developed
by Dasgupta and Bhandarkar [25]. A homogenization study is used to predict
the mechanical properties of composites. A self-consistent fabric geometry
model was developed by Pastore and Gowayed. This mode was a modification
of Fabric Geometry model [26] which is related the fiber architecture and
stiffness averaging technics. An analytical model was proposed by Vandeurzen
and in this model, a geometrical model of woven fabric structure is created [27].
This unit cell model was meshed micro cell and predicted local fiber volume
fraction and yarn orientation. These developed model were implemented in a
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custom software, TEXCOMP, however, the miss orientation of the yarn was
neglected in the unit cell model. More 3D model of woven composites is
researched for its mechanical properties [2, 27, 28]. Moreover, more application
of fiber reinforced composites, 3D woven composite is developed and
researched [29, 30].

In case of braided composites, it is also conventional structure and many
numerical model existed. Finite element method has been applied to investigate
the mechanical properties of braided composite. Ma proposed a diagonal brick
model for braided textile composites [31]. This model was based on the
simplified fiber unit cell structure as bulk resin with four yarn orientation
diagonal bar element. The yarn orientation is assumed straight and crimping of
fiber and interaction between yarns were ignored. Yang used lamination theory
to predict elastic properties of 3D braided composites [32]. This model, called
fiber inclination model, treated the unit cell of composites as an assemblage of
inclined unidirectional laminate. This approach is extended of fiber undulation
model, however verification test were not carried out although it was stated that
the relevant prediction showed good agreement with experimental by other
research. Braided composites is a 3D structure, two dimensional approach is
researched [33].
It is also used in these days because of its fast computing time and feasible
accuracy [34-37]. For example, Byun developed a geometric model using
lamination analysis and stiffness averaging method [34]. In this model using
2D approximation of the classical lamination theory and variation in the braided
yarn orientation is calculated in the unit cell model. This model had good
agreement in axial tensile modulus, however, it showed a lack of shear modulus
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prediction. A geometric model of 2D tri-axial braided textile composite was
developed by Frank [38]. This model was used repeating unit cell for
investigating effect of the architectural parameters on the mechanical properties
of composites. For more analysis of mechanical behavior, unit cell modeling is
used many times to numerically predict the elastic properties of 3D braided
composites [39, 40]. Failure mechanism and strength is researched with unit
cell modeling [1, 28, 41].

1.2.2 Failure criterion of FRPs
The failure criteria for FRPs has been studied numerous researchers over the
last several decades [42-44]. Many types of approaches of FRPs failure analysis
is done and demonstration of these failure criteria is still important issue in these
days. Even though it is important progress, universally accepted failure
criterion under general condition does not exist. According to a special edition
of Composites Science and Technology, various failure theories of fibre
reinforced plastic composites is used [45], and the survey performed by C.T.
Sun on the industrial use of failure criteria [44, 46], Figure 2.
For laminates failure, it can be classified two types of criteria, one is associated
with failure mode and the other is not. First, failure criteria that is not associated
with failure modes are includes polynomial and tensorial criteria, using
mathematical expressions to predict the failure surface as a function of the
material strength. Generally, these expressions are based on the fundamental
properties from experimental test. The most common polynomial failure
criterion for composites is Tsai-Wu criterion [47]. This criterion is expressed in
tensor notation as Eq. (1.1)

Fi ⋅ σ i + Fij ⋅ σ i ⋅ σ j + Fijk ⋅ σ i ⋅ σ j ⋅ σ k ≥ 1
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(1.1)

where i, j, k = 1, ... , 6 for a 3-D coordinate. The parameters Fi, Fij and Fijk are
related to the lamina strengths in the principal directions. For using this criterion,
due to the large number of material constants required, the third-order tensor
Fijk is usually neglected [48]. Therefore, the general polynomial criterion
reduces to a general quadratic expression given by Eq. (1.2)

Fi ⋅ σ i + Fij ⋅ σ i ⋅ σ j ≥ 1

(1.2)

Several other quadratic criteria also proposed, differing in the way in which the
tensor stress components are determined. Tsai-Hill [49], Azzi-Tsai [50],
Hoffman [51] and Chamis [52] are well-known quadratic failure criteria. These
quadratic criteria can be represented in terms of the general Tsai-Wu criterion
varying the parameters Fi and Fij. These failure criteria are summarized in Table
1 [44]. These criteria do not take damage mechanisms and promote laminate
failure. For using these criteria, homogenization is required for the lack of
homogeneity govern the type of failure. Moreover, in these criteria, it is
predicted that failure under biaxial tensile stresses depends on the compressive
strength and it has physically problems.

Table 1. Polynomial Failure Criteria [44]
AzziTasi-Wu

Tsai-Hill

Hoffman

Chamis

1
σ 1T − σ 1C

0

Tsai
F1

1
σ 1T − σ 1C

0

0

9

F2
F3
F12
F13
F23

σ 2T

1
− σ 2C

0

0

1
σ 1T − σ 1C

0

σ 3T

1
− σ 3C

0

0

1
σ 1T − σ 1C

0

1 1
1
1 
−  2+ 2− 2
2  σ1 σ 2 σ 3 

−1

−1
2 σ 1T σ 1Cσ 2T σ 2C

−1
2 σ 1T σ 1Cσ 3T σ 3C
−1
2 σ 2T σ 2Cσ 3T σ 3C

F11

1
σ 1T ⋅ σ 1C

F22

1
σ 2T ⋅ σ 2 C

F33
F44
F55
F66

1

1
(T2 )
2

− K13
σ1 ⋅σ 3

1 1
1
1 
−  2+ 2− 2
2  σ 2 σ 3 σ1 

0

−

1
(T3 )
2

− K 23
σ 2 ⋅σ 3

1

1

σ

σ

1
σ 1T ⋅ σ 1C

2
1

σ

1

σ

2
12

2
1

1

1

σ

σ

2
2

1

2
13

− K12
σ1 ⋅σ 2

−

1

1

1
(T1 )
2

0

1
σ 32

σ

−

1 1
1
1 
−  2+ 2− 2
2  σ 3 σ1 σ 2 

σ 3T ⋅ σ 3C
2
23

σ

2
1

σ

2
23

1

σ

2
13

1

σ

2
12

2
2

0

1
σ 2T ⋅ σ 2 C
1

σ 12
1

σ 22

σ 3T ⋅ σ 3C

1
σ 32

1

1

0

σ

2
23

1

0

σ

1

1

σ

1

2
12

σ

2
13

2
12

σ 232
1

σ 132
1

σ 122

σi and σij are normal and shear strength in each direction.
Subscript T is tension and C is compression.
Kij is strength coefficient depending on the materials.

 1
 1
1
1 
1
1 
T1 = 
+
−
+
−
,
 , T2 = 
 σ 3T σ 3C σ 1T σ 1C σ 2T σ 2C 
 σ 1T σ 1C σ 2T σ 2C σ 3T σ 3C 
 1
1
1 
and T3 = 
+
−
,
 σ 2T σ 2C σ 3T σ 3C σ 1T σ 1C 
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The other types of failure criteria is associated with failure modes. These
criteria is considered non-homogeneous structures and it is more suitable for
composite characteristics. The criteria are established in terms of material
strength and considered different failure of the constituents. These criteria have
advantage of predicting failure mode and it is used for progressive failure
analysis. For composite failure analysis, commonly three types of failure is
considered mainly – fiber failure, transverse matrix failure, and shear matrix
failure. Based on this, non-interactive failure criteria and interactive failure
criteria can be classified. Non-interactive criteria does not take interactions
between stress and strain on the composites. Typically, this is one of error point
of strength predictions on multiaxial loading conditions and complex shape
analysis. This type of failure criteria is maximum stress criterion and maximum
strain criterion. Maximum stress criterion is considered composite failures that
a failure occurs when the stress exceed the respective allowable. The failure
condition is simple and direct way to predict failure and no interaction between
the stresses acting on the composites considered. The failure condition is Eq.
(1.3).

Fiber − σ 1 ≥ σ 1T or
Matrix − σ 2 ≥ σ 2T or

σ 1 ≥ σ 1C
σ 2 ≥ σ 2C

(1.3)

Shear − σ 12 ≥ σ 12

Maximum strain criterion is similar to maximum stress criterion. This criterion
is considered the composite failure using ultimate failure strain. It is also simple
and direct way to determine failure condition of the materials and considering
11

no interaction between strains on a composite. The failure condition is Eq. (1.4).

Fiber − ε1 ≥ ε1T or
Matrix − ε 2 ≥ ε 2T or

ε1 ≥ ε1C
ε 2 ≥ ε 2C

(1.4)

Shear − ε12 ≥ ε12

Interactive failure criterion considers interaction between stress and strain that
is acting on a composites. Hashin-Rotem [53] , Hashin [54], Puck [55] are wellknown interactive failure criterion. Hashin-Rotem is considered tensile and
compressive failure and distinguished these two types [53]. The failure
condition is Eq (1.5)

Fiber failure
σ 1 σ 1T ( σ 1 > 0)
=
=
−σ 1 σ 1C ( σ 1 < 0)
Matrix failure
2

2

2

2

(1.5)

 σ 2   σ 12 
1 ( σ 2 > 0)
 =

 +
 σ 2T   σ 12u 
 σ 2   σ 12 
1 ( σ 2 < 0)

 +
 =
σ
σ
 2C   12u 

Hashin later proposed a failure criterion fir fiber reinforced composites under a
3D state of stress [54]. For the matrix failure, a linear criterion underestimates
the material strength and high order polynomial criterion is complicated to deal
with, so a quadratic approach was used. Moreover, the effect of shear stress is
considered in the fiber failure mode. The failure condition is Eq (1.6)
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Fiber failure
 σ1

 σ 1T
=
−σ 1

2

  σ 122 + σ 132 
1 or σ 1 =
σ 1T ( σ 1 > 0)
=
 +
2
σ
12 u
 

σ 1C ( σ 1 < 0)

Matrix failure
2

 σ 2 + σ 3   σ 232 − σ 2σ 3   σ 122 + σ 132 
=
+
 1 ( (σ 2 + σ 3 ) > 0)

 +
2
2
 σ 2T   σ 23u
  σ 12u 
  σ 2   σ + σ   σ + σ 2
3
  2C  − 1  2
+ 2 2 3 

  2σ 23u 
  σ 2C   σ 23u 


 σ 2 −σ σ   σ 2 +σ 2 
+  23 22 3  +  12 2 13 = 1 ( (σ 2 + σ 3 ) < 0)
 σ 23u
  σ 12u 

(1.6)

Puck was developed failure criterion considering two type of fracture condition
[55]. One is fiber fracture and the other is inter fiber fracture. The particular
difference of this criterion is considering three mode matrix failure that is inter
fiber fracture. This algorithm explained more detail in the chapter 2 because
this criterion used in this research.
Moreover, a number of authors have developed approaches for fiber and matrix
failure which the different tension and compression properties. Yamada-Sun
[56], Kroll-Hufenbach [57], Sun-Tao [46], Zinoviev [58], and Hart-Smith [48]
is also widely used criterion for strength analysis of composites. Several
representative interactive failure criterion summarized in Tables with classified
by failure mode exclude already explained such as Hashin and Puck model.
Table 2 is fiber tensile and compressive failure and Table 3 is matrix failure
[59]. Also, fiber and matrix shear failure is considered many studies and it is
summarized in Table 4
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Table 2. Failure criteria for fiber failure [59]

Criterion

Type

Equation

τ 122

3 4
+
ατ
 σ1 
2G12 4 12
≥1

 + 2
3
 X T  S12is
+ α S124 is
2G12 4
2

Chang-Chang
Tension
[24]

α from non-linear shear law
Chang-Lessard

Compre

[60]

-ssion

σ 1 ≥ X c (microbuckling strength)
For σ 2 m 2 m < 0,

τ 1m 2 m
≥1
S12is − η12σ 2 m 2 m

σ

For σ 2 m 2 m < 0, (1 − g )  2 m 2 m 
 YTis 
Compre
LaRC04 [61]
-ssion

 σ 2 m 2 m  Λ 023τ 22m 3ϕ + χ (γ 1m 2 m )
+g 
≥1
 +
χ (γ 12u is )
 YTis 
2

Stresses are in 3D kinking frame at angle
ψ and g=GIc/GIIc difference for thin and
thick plies

τ 12m + η12σ 22m

Compre
Maimi [62]
-ssion

S12 ≥ 1

Stresses are in 2D kinking frame

σ 1 ≥ σ FN or σ 122 + σ 132 ≥ σ FS
Lee [63]

Mixed

FN is fiber normal strengthand FS is fiber
in-plane shear strength
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1
4
(1 + 2α 2 ) 2 (σ 2 + σ 3 )
−
σ 1 ≥ k22
2
2

α 2 k2σ 1 + (1 + 2α 2 )σ 12

Christensen [64]

Mixed

XT
=
, α2
2

=
k2

 XT 

 − 1
 Xc 

Table 3. Failure criteria for matric failure [59]

Criterion

Type

Equation

Chang-Chang
Tension
[24]

τ 122

3
+ ατ 4
σ2 
2G12 4 12
≥1
  + 2
3 4
 YT  S12is
+ αS
2G12 4 12is
2

α from non-linear shear law
2

Shahid-Chang
Tension
[65]

2

 σ 2   τ 12 

 +
 ≥1
 YT (φ )   S12 (φ ) 
Stresses are effective stress and φ is
matrix crack density

LaRC04 [61]

σ 
σ 
(1 − g )  2  + g  2 
 YTis 
 YTis 
Λ 0 τ 2 + χ (γ )
+ 23 23 u 12 ≥ 1
χ (γ 12is )

Tension

g=GIc/GIIc
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2

σ 
(1 − g )  2 
 YT 

For σ 2 ≥ 0,
Maimi [62]

2

σ  τ 
+ g  2  +  12 
 YT   S12 

Tension

For σ 2 < 0, τ 12 + η12σ 2

2

≥1

S12 ≥ 1

For σ 1 ≥ −Yc ,
2

Compre
LaRC04 [61]
-ssion

2

α

 

τ 23
τ 12α

 +
 ≥1
 S 23 − η 23σ n   S12is − η12σ n 
For σ 1 < −Yc ,
2

2


 

τ 23m
τm
+
≥1

m 
m 
 S 23 − η23σ n   S12is − η12σ n 
 τ 23eff   τ 12 eff 

 +
 ≥1
 S 23   S12 
2

Compre
Maimi [62]
-ssion

2

τ 23eff =
−σ 22 cos α 0 (sin α 0 − η 23 cos α 0 cos θ )

=
τ 12 eff

cos α 0 ( τ 12 − η 23σ 22 cos α 0 sin θ )

α 0 = 53



σ 2 ≥ σ MN or σ 122 + σ 132 ≥ σ MS
Lee [63]

Mixed

MN is matrix normal strength and MS is
matrix shear strength

α1k1 (σ 2 + σ 3 ) + (σ 122 + σ 312 ) +
Christensen [64]

Mixed

1
2 
(1 + 2α1 )  (σ 2 − σ 3 ) 2 + σ 23
≥ k12

4

1
1
k1 S=
Yc , α
=
=
( Yc YT − 1)
12
1
2
2
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Table 4. Failure criteria for fiber-matrix shear failure [59]

Criterion

Equation

τ 122

3
+ ατ 4
 σ1 
2G12 4 12
≥1

 + 2
3 4
 X C  S12is
+ αS
2G12 4 12is
2

Chang-Lessard
[60]

α from non-linear shear law
Use d12 , ψ 12 , ψ 2 to indicate damage
total failure for d12 ≥ 1 or ψ 2 ≥ ψ 2max
=
d1,12
Ladeveze [66]

ψ=
12 (t )

ψ 1,12 −ψ 1,12 crit

+

ψ 1,12 crit

τ 122 (2G12 (1 − d12 ) 2 ) + bψ 2 (t )
1 σ2 +
=
, ψ 12 maxψ 12 (t )
2 E2 (1 − d 2 )
2

=
ψ 2 (t )

based on tensile coupon test
2

Shahid-Chang
[65]

2

 σ 1   τ 12 

 +
 ≥1
 X T   S12 (φ ) 
Stresses are effective stress and φ is matrix crack
density

Using these failure criterion that is described deal with a lamina, a laminate
strength prediction is processed. The progressive damage leads to final failure
so laminate failure is complicated than unidirectional lamina composite
analysis. Moreover, in the laminates, more damage mechanism occurs such as
delamination and interaction of lamina. A number of criteria have been
proposed to predict the delamination of composites. The initiation of
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delamination is investigated many works and they are summarized in Table 5
and these criteria use combination of the through thickness tensile and shear
parameters. Wisnom et al. [67] was a particular approach for this that is using
principle stresses. Moreover, criteria for predicting the growth of an existing
delamination and almost these criteria are based on the fracture mechanics
concept of a strain release rate [59]. Due to the complex phenomena of
laminated composites, the onset of damage does not usually lead to ultimate
failure so damage modeling and mechanics is required for composite strength
analysis and it is necessary to account for the loss of performance cause by
damage. Damage propagation is important for accurate prediction of composite
material properties. It is surely that numerous models have been developed for
damage mechanisms and these damage model have been used both in
conjunction with and independent of the failure criteria for damage initiation.
A common approach of damage model is applying both in-plane and interlaminar damage. A comprehensive review of damage mechanics theories is
given by Talreja [68].
Table 5. Failure criteria for delamination initiation [59]

Criterion

Equation

Max stress

σ 3 ≥ ZT , τ 31 ≥ S31 , τ 23 ≥ S 23

Hashin [54]

 σ 3   τ 23   τ 31 
 +
 ≥1
  +
Z
S
S
 T   23   31 

Lee [63]

σ 3 ≥ ZT or (σ 122 + σ 132 ≥ S23

2

2

Ochoa-Engblom
[69]

2

2

2
 σ 3   τ 23
+ τ 312 
+
 ≥1
  
2
 ZT   S 23 
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Brewer-Lagace
[70]

2

2

2

2

 τ 23   τ 31   σ 3+   σ 3− 

 +
 +
 ≥1
 +
 S 23   S31   ZT   Z C 
2

2

2

 σ 1   σ 3   τ 23 
 ≥1

 +  +
 X T   ZT   S 23 

Degen-Tsai [71]

 σ 12 − σ 1σ 3   σ 3

+
X
X
T
C

  ZT

Tong-Norris [71]

2

  τ 23 
 ≥1
+
S
  23 

σ 3 ≥ ZT and (τ 312 + τ 232 ≥ S23

Zang [72]

Effective matrix stress σe found from principal stresses
Wisnom [67]

2.6σ e2 = (σ 1 − σ 2 ) + (σ 2 − σ 3 ) + (σ 3 − σ 1 )
2

2

2

+ 0.6σ e (σ 1 + σ 2 + σ 3 )
γ

Goyal [73]

γ

2

 τ 23   τ 31   σ 3+ 

 +
 +
 ≥1
 S 23   S31   ZT 

γ is curve fit parameter

1.3 Research objectives
Previous numerical models are well developed and established technology for

given structure and system of fiber reinforced composites. However,
nevertheless many numerical model of fiber reinforced composites existed,
there is still studying in many parts of various structure and manufacturing
because the composites has lots of parameters those influence to mechanical
properties and significant differences each composite systems. So almost
research have focused on a specific system of composites
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For this reason, in this study, we developed a new numerical approach to
analysis mechanical properties of fiber reinforced composites. The aim of new
method is universal usage for any structure composites and structural analysis
using minimum input parameters and experimental data with feasible accuracy.
For this purpose, we focused on inner fiber structure of composites. First, we
considered the yarn orientation according to unit cell approach because it is
most important factor to mechanical behavior of the composites. A yarn
orientation update algorithm was developed with deformation gradient to
reflect the change of them. Using this yarn orientation, the inner structure of
the composite was defined. The elastic property of the composite was
calculated using layer model based on the mechanical properties of the
unidirectional composites and yarn orientation. Partial damage and propagation
was also considered for analyzing the failure behavior of the braided composite.
The partial failure conditions were obtained by unidirectional composites and
tensor transform then used in damage analysis. The failure condition was
formulated using three-dimensional Puck’s criterion. The numerical analysis
was carried out using ABAQUS, the results of which were compared with
experimental results for the validation purpose.
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Chapter 2. Fiber based continuum model (FBM)
2.1 Fiber based analysis mechanism
In this study, we developed a new numerical approach to analysis mechanical
properties of fiber reinforced composites especially 3D textile composites. New
method is focused on multiscale analysis with inner fiber structure of the
composites because of continuum level approach of 3D textile composites.
Moreover, based on continuum model, including mesoscale analysis, there is
needed that feasible accuracy and computing cost with one step finite element
analysis. For this purpose, we developed new numerical analysis model, called
fiber based continuum model (FBM) that focused on inner fiber orientation of
composites. First, we considered the yarn orientation because it is most
important factor to mechanical behavior of the composites. A yarn orientation
update algorithm was developed with deformation gradient. Using this updated
yarn orientation, the inner structure of the composite was defined. The elastic
property of the composite was calculated based on the mechanical properties of
the material properties, tensor transform, and yarn orientation. Failure analysis
was done with partial damage and propagation. The partial failure conditions
were obtained by unidirectional composites and tensor transform then used in
damage analysis. The failure condition was formulated using three-dimensional
Puck’s criterion. The numerical analysis was carried out using commercial
finite element analysis software, ABAQUS.
In this chapter, FBM is explained with step-by-step as four sequence. Here,
the modulus, strength, and damage mode and propagation of composites can be
obtained with this FBM analysis.
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2.2 Numerical approach
2.2.1 Methodology of mechanical prediction of FRPs
A new numerical analysis method was developed that can reflect the
microstructural change of the textile structure and can calculate the stress
increments due to the deformation. The schematic diagram of new model as
shown Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1. Schematic diagram of fiber based analysis model

Fiber structure is most important parameter in composite properties, so for
reflecting this fiber structure and universal approach of fiber reinforced
composites, we were done sectioning of composites’ inner structure. For this,
we used layer method for stiffness and strength prediction of composites form
other previous researches [35, 37]. There were focused stiffness and 2D
approximation of 3D braided composites, however in this research, we use this
layer method for both of stiffness and strength analysis. This model is based on
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continuum approach and assumed perfect inner structure with no interfacial
effect and simple assumption of fiber location. Also we assumed linear elastic
properties in this study. So, numerical error of this method would be larger than
3D unit cell modeling. However, even though this method cannot reflect these
effect, this approach predict composite properties using just a unidirectional
layer properties. This method has advantage for fiber reinforced composites
design due to very fast computing cost and simple calculation step for complex
structure of composites. Moreover, for more accuracy of the prediction and
mimicking stress-strain behavior, we adopt modified ply discount method in
this fiber based analysis model. This new model consist of four steps as shown
Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-2. Four step flow chart of fiber based analysis model

2.2.2 Algorithm of update yarn pattern

First step is yarn orientation definition. The orientation of yarn is defined using
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direction cosine. This orientation is updated each increment step using
deformation gradient. Here, the orientation is calculated based on unit cell
deformation and we assumed internal unit cell structure is not changed such as
internal yarn undulation and internal delamination. Figure 2-3 is schematic
diagram of yarn deformation and its update. P` vector is deformed vector from
P vector and the deformation calculation is according to deformation gradient
as Eq. (2.1).

Figure 2-3. Schematic diagram of yarn vector deformation

 F11 F12
[ DFG ] =  F21 F22
 F31 F32
{P '} = [ F ]{P}

F13 
F23 
F33 

(2.1)

2.2.3 Stiffness calculation of FRPs

Based on the yarn orientation, the yarn angle was updated each section for
computing the stiffness matrix of unit cell. 3D tangent stiffness matrix of the
composites was calculated for their elastic behavior considering yarn
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orientation. For unit cell stiffness matrix, we use tensor calculations based on
layer-by- layer approach that was mentioned before [35, 37]. This model is
based on 2D approach with tensor transform, however, in this research 3D yarn
path is considered for universal fiber structure investigation. Here is the
sequence of the stiffness calculation. To calculate the stiffness matrix of unit
cell, the unit cell is consist of several parts of composite layers and total
properties is supposed to composed of these composite layers. Each composite
layer, mechanical properties is calculated using the rule of mixture as Eq. (2.2).

Vm= 1 − V f
E11 = E11 f × V f + Vm × Em
E22 1/ ((V f / E22 f ) + (Vm / Em ))
=

ν 12 = ν 12 f × V f + vm × Vm

(2.2)

ν 23 = ν 12 (1 −ν 12 × ( E22 / E11 )) / (1 − v12 )
G12 = G12 f × Gm / (G12 f ×ν m ) + (Gm × v f ))
G23 E22 / (2 × (1 + v23 ))
=

where E and G are the Young’s and shear modulus. V is volume fraction and
subscript f is fiber and m is matrix. v is Poisson’s ratio. Here, each composite
layer is assumed having transverse isotropic properties and the stiffness matrix
can be represented as Eq. (2.3) [35].
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E
E
2
(1 − v23
) 11 , C12 =
C11 =
C13 =
v12 (1 − v23 ) 22
V
V
E
E
E E
(v23 + v122 22 ) 22 , C22 =
(1 − v122 22 ) 22 ,
C23 =
C33 =
E11 V
E11 V
C=
G=
44
23

E22
,
2(1 + v23 )

C=
C=
G12
55
66

(2.3)



E 
where V = (1 + v23 ) 1 − v23 − 2v122 22  
E11  


Cij is each component of stiffness matrix at each direction. Here, another
composite analytical model is accepted for the yarn undulation as tow crimp
effect. For this, as Figure 2-4, inner yarn undulation is considered as a
sinusoidal function like Eq. (2.4) [35]. A is thickness of a unit cell and 2L is a
wave length of sinusoidal fiber. In this study, we use initial unit cell dimension
is used for this parameter and it is measured form experimental samples. Based
on this yarn undulation, the averaged layer stiffness is calculated over one
wavelength with Eq. (2.5)-(2.7). Eq. (2.5) and (2.6) is transform matrix for the
undulation and (2.7) is summation for each layer stiffness.

πA
π x'
π x'
A=
sin 
cos 
 , tan( β )

L
 L 
 L 
1
tan( β )
=
mˆ cos(
=
β)
=
, nˆ sin(
=
β)
2
1 + tan ( β )
1 + tan 2 ( β )
z'
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(2.4)
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0
0
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−mn
0
0 0

 mˆ 2

 0
 nˆ 2
ˆ
T2 = 
 0
 −2mn
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 0

0 

0
0
0 
ˆˆ 0 
0 −2mn

mˆ
0
−nˆ 
0 mˆ 2 − nˆ 2 0 

nˆ
0
mˆ 
0

ˆˆ
2mn

ˆˆ 0 
0 nˆ 2
0 mn

1
0
0
0
0 
ˆˆ 0 
0 mˆ 2
0 −mn

−nˆ 
mˆ
0
0
0
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0 2mn

0
0
nˆ
0
mˆ 

1 2l ˆ −1
T1  [C ] Tˆ2  dx {ε }
 
2l ∫0  
{σ } = C  {ε }

{σ } =

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

Figure 2-4. Yarn undulation for braided composites of fiber based analysis
model
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Next step is a tow rotation calculation about the z-axis. Figure 2-5 is rotation
coordinate according to yarn angle. For braided composites, the angel is
braiding angle. Eq. (2.8) and (2.9) are rotation matrices about tow rotation and
Eq. (2.10) is stiffness tensor transform calculation. In this calculation,
compliance matrix is used for off axis yarn due to compliance matrix has more
accuracy on matrix rich region. So one more algorithm is added as Figure 2-6.
Off axis layer calculation is used this compliance matrix form. Eq. (2.11) is
tensor transform for compliance matrix. Briefly, on axis layer is used tensor
transform as Eq. (2.10) and off axis layer is used as Eq. (2.11). After transform
calculation, compliance matrix is changed to stiffness matrix for next step. On
and off axis is defined with loading direction. The differences of two method is
discussed at section 2.3.

Figure 2-5. Rotation coordinate according to yarn angle in the composite
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Figure 2-6. Flowchart of compliance matrix calculation for off axis layer
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(2.8)

(2.9)

{σ } = [T1 ]

−1

C  [T2 ]{ε }

[ S ] = [C ]
−1
C  = [T1 ] [C ][T2 ]

(2.10)

−1

−1

 S  =
=
C 

([T ]

−1

1

[C ][T=
[T2 ] [ S ][T1 ]
2 ])
−1

−1

(2.11)

where m is cos(α) as tow rotation angle and n is sin(α).
Here, we was done one more transform steps for 3D approximation of the fiber
structure according to thickness, using Eq. (2.5) and (2.6). After that, a
composite stiffness is determined summation of each yarn part stiffness matrix
as Eq. (2.12)

+a

−a

[C RUC ] = h + a Cglobal  + h − a Cglobal  + h 0 Cglobal 

0

(2.12)

2.2.4 Strength prediction and damage propagation
Based on above steps, unit cell stiffness matrix is defined. Also, using this
matrix, elastic properties was calculated. Next sequence is detection of partial
damage and propagation. They were incorporated into the stress calculation
using partial damage and failure with ply discount method. Here, we also use
layer method for partial damage detection. Each layer failure condition is
defined using Puck’s criterion as Figure 2-7 and Eq. (2.13) and (2.14) [55, 74].
Eq. (2.13) is fiber failure mode under tensile and compressive stress and Eq.
(2.14) is inter fiber failure mode.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 2-7. . Puck's failure criterion (a) tensor transform for 3D stress, (b)
fiber failure mode of tension (left) and compression (right), (c) inter fiber
failure mode according to stress distribution


ν f 12
1 
mσ f σ 2  =
1
 ε1 −

ε1T 
Ef1


ν f 12
1 
2
mσ f σ 2  =
1 − (10γ 21 )
 ε1 −

ε1C 
Ef1
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(2.13)

For σ n (θ ) ≥ 0 :
2

+
+
 1
  τ (θ )  2  τ (θ ) 
p⊥( ψ) 
p⊥( ψ)
nt
nl
f E (θ ) =  ( + ) A − A  σ n (θ )  +  A  + 
 + A σ n (θ )
A
R⊥ψ 
R⊥ψ
 R⊥
  R⊥⊥   R⊥ 
2

For σ n (θ ) < 0 :
2
−

p⊥( −ψ)
 τ nt (θ )   τ nl (θ )   p⊥( ψ)
 +  A σ n (θ )  + A σ n (θ )
 A  + 
A
R⊥ψ

 R⊥⊥   R⊥   R⊥ψ
2

2

f E (θ ) =
where
p⊥( +ψ)
R⊥Aψ
p⊥( −ψ)
R⊥Aψ

=

(+)
p⊥( +)
p⊥⊥
2
s
sin 2 ψ
+
co
ψ
A
R⊥⊥
R⊥A

τ2

nt
cos 2 ψ =
τ nt2 + τ nl2

( −)
p⊥( −)
p⊥⊥
2
=
+
cos
sin 2 ψ
ψ
A
R⊥⊥
R⊥A

+
A
=
R⊥( ) A Y=
R⊥A S 21=
; R⊥⊥
T;

τ2

nl
sin 2 ψ =
τ nt2 + τ nl2

(

Yc

( −)
2 1 + p⊥⊥

)

(2.14)

The factor mσ f is a mean magnification factor and the value is used in this
study 1.3 for glass fiber and 1.1 for carbon fiber according to Puck’s theory [55].
Finally, the stiffness matrix was updated including partial damage failure for
next increment. The algorithm developed above was implemented into
ABAQUS for numerical analysis, for which a UMAT subroutine was developed.
In the UMAT, we use state variable for tracing partial damage and propagation.

2.2.5 Stress update and processing increment
Finial step is damage propagation and stress update step. Calculating an
increment stress and strain behavior is defined and update in this step. Failure
layer properties are degraded based on ply discount model as Table 6 [75-77].
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Here we used a modified ply discount model that was not a total stiffness
degradation and specific direction material properties were degradation.
Because, in case of using a large failure strain resin, even fiber failure occur
inside composite, stress is sustained by a resin and interfacial load transfer. Also
numerical stability we use 10-5 value instead of 0 for modulus and Poisson’s
ratio.

Table 6. Material degradation rule based on ply discount model

Failure modes

Failure condition

Fiber tensile

σ11 > 0

failure
Fiber compressive

σ11 < 0

failure
Matrix tensile
failure

Ef11 = 0, vf12 = 0, Gf12 =
0

σ22 > 0 / σ33 > 0
Ef22 = 0, Gf12 = 0,

Matrix
compression

Degradation properties
(f=fiber, m=matrix)

σ22 > 0 / σ33 > 0

Em = 0, vm = 0, Gm = 0

failure
σi and σij are normal and shear strength in each direction.

2.3 Characterization and validation of the model
2.3.1 Model characterization
At first, the effect of FBM model, 2D numerical model is compared to FBM
analysis. Figure 2-8 is moduli comparison between reference 2D model and
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FBM. As figure 2-8(a) X and Y direction modulus is not much difference due
to FBM model is also fundamentally based reference undulation model.
However, as Figure 2-8(b), Z direction modulus shows large difference between
reference and FBM. Reference model is 2D approximation model, so not
focused and considered Z direction properties. FBM is focused on 3D structural
analysis so focused on Z-direction effect together with tensor calculation. Its
effect is also shown shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio. Figure 2-8(c) and (d)
shows the difference of two models numerical results.

Compliance matrix calculation is explained at section 2.2.3 and it has
advantage for 3D textile composite mechanical properties prediction. Figure 29 shows an example of differences that the modulus between stiffness
calculation and compliance calculation. Figure 2-9 is a five-axis braided
composite example with carbon fiber and 45 % fiber volume fraction. XY plane
properties is almost same between two calculation methods, however there is
huge difference at thickness direction modulus. This model based on layer
method, so thickness direction modulus is same even XY plane yarn angle is
changed. Stiffness calculation model has changing according to braiding angle
and it is numerical error. In case of compliance form calculation, it has also
change, however it is small value that can be neglect.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2-8. Numerical analysis result of 3D braided composite moduli using
two types of prediction model according to braided angle. (a) X and Y
direction tensile modulus comparison, (b) Z direction tensile modulus, (c)
shear modulus of XY direction and (d) Poisson’s ratio of XY direction
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80

Figure 2-9. Comparison between stiffness calculation and compliance
calculation model. (a) fiber direction Young’s modulus, (b) transverse
direction Young’s modulus, (c) shear modulus of XY direction, (d) Poisson’s
ratio of XY direction, and (e) thickness direction Young’s modulus

Inner structure tracing is particular feature of FBM, so yarn orientation change
is verified with simple tension model as Figure 2-10. It is represented by SDV3
value of ABAQUS output in this study. For tracing and validating of the
orientation change, large deformation simulation is done. SDV3 value is radian
and for example, Figure 2-10 is a 45 deg. 3D braided composite with 4 axis
braiding. In this case, the angle change is shown form 45 deg. to 23.09 deg. At
first of Figure 2-10, the braiding angle was started 44.51 deg. at 1.5 %
elongation, next it was changed to 35.84 deg. at 15 % elongation, and finally it
was 23.09 deg. at 30 % elongation according to tensile deformation. In this
result, it was neglected that failure and Poisson’s effect of the composite,
however the mechanism is same with full analysis of the composite with FBM.
According to this validation, off axis yarn angle is traced in other simulation
results.
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Figure 2-10. Braided angle change tracing according to state variable in
ABAQUS during deformation in 45 deg. 3D braided composite. Form 44.51
deg. at 1.5 % elongation to 23.09 deg. at 30 % elongation.

Figure 2-11 is example of partial damage and total damage of the composite
in the simulation. This is also particular feature of FBM and it is based on
Puck’s failure criterion. According to SDV1 and SDV2 partial failure and mode
can be defined. As Figure 2-11, partial damage is occurred first as Figure 211(a). Here, failure mode can be defined with SDV1 value and SDV1 is defined
tensile transverse failure of a layer. This figure is braided composite and
transverse failure is detected in the off axis yarn first. Next the damage and
failure mode is propagated and it is reflected on SDV1 as the value of 3 as
Figure 2-11(b). It means tensile fiber failure and it occurs at axial yarn layer.
Finally all layer is damaged and total failure is detected on SDV2 as a value of
1 as Figure 2-11(c). These two features is used for mechanical analysis of 3D
textile composite and it is presented at section 4.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2-11. Partial damage and propagation example of 3D braided
composite. (a) Partial damage initiation as transverse crack (SDV1 = 1), (b)
damage propagation and tensile failure as partial damage (SDV1 = 3), and (c)
total failure of a composite (SDV2 = 1)

2.3.2 Verification of mechanical properties prediction
Before using FBM for analysis 3D textile composite properties, it was
compared to 3D unit cell analysis result for validation of its prediction accuracy.
In this study, 3D orthogonal unit cell model is designed and simulated with
simple tension condition. Figure 2-12 is 3D unit cell model and its simulation
result. Here, carbon fiber properties is used with 30 % fiber volume fraction
and the structure is ideal as Figure 2-12(b). Each direction yarn fraction is
X:Y:Z=4:4:1 and each yarn is designed with straight orientation. Figure 2-13 is
simple rectangular model for FBM analysis and its test result. this structure is
simple rectangular shape and assumed perfect structure so failure occurs same
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time on whole sample region. Stress-strain behavior of two models is Figure 214 and it shows FBM result shows similar accuracy with 3D unit cell model for
mechanical properties of 3D textile composites. the Young’s moduli of two
model are 49.906 and 48.765 GPa.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-12. Typical 3D orthogonal woven composite model and its
simulation. (a) Stress distribution with simple tension and (b) stress
distribution on fiber structure

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-13. Simple tension analysis model with FBM. (a) Rectangular
sample shape and (b) test result with SDV value
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-14.Typical 3D orthogonal composite properties with numerical
analysis. (a) 3D unit cell model and (b) FBM analysis result

2.3.3 3D structure calculation
Next verification is 3D solid analysis with complex shape for universal usage
of FBM analysis model.

Inner structure tracing by yarn orientation change

Figure 2-15 is example analysis using FBM. It has concave and convex
structure and consist of 3D five axis braided composite structures. Figure 2-15
shows compression behavior of 3D composite structures including inner
structure change, partial damage and propagation. It shows FBM can be used
for any 3D structure analysis with fiber-reinforced composite.
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Figure 2-15. Example of 3D composite structure analysis with FBM

2.4Summary
In this chapter, new numerical approach method is developed called FBM.
This method is continuum analysis considering fiber orientation and
deformation for calculating mechanical behavior of 3D textile composite.
Moreover, this method is not using unit cell structure analysis step, so one step
analysis is available for 3D complicated textile structure with strength analysis.
Fiber orientation and change is considered in stiffness calculation with tensor
transform. Strength prediction is based on Puck’s failure criterion and damage
propagation model. Modified damage propagation model is used in this
algorithm and it is applied with a type of ply discount model. Finally this
method is implemented on commercial finite element software ABAQUS with
user subroutine. In FBM analysis method, using fundamental material elastic
modulus and strength, mechanical behavior of 3D textile composite can be
predicted.
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Chapter 3. Fabrication and modelling of 3D textile
composites
3.1 3D braided structures
3.1.1 Fabrication of 3D five-axis braided preforms

3D textile composites is used for structural materials because they have no
delamination, high failure strength, and long fatigue life with light weight. It is
overcoming textile laminate weakness point however it is not easy to
manufacture 3D preform with targeted structure and parameters. Braided
composite is manufactured as five-axis structures with axial yarn. This
composite has similar structure to tri-axial braided composites and it is
extended to 3D structure of tri-axial structures. A manufacturing process of 3D
five-axis braided composites is well-known process and its structure is also well
established. In this study, based on these previous research four layer braided
composites is manufactured. It is already used previous composites research
and unit cell approach is considered at the previous research [2, 78]. The
schematic diagram of braiding process is Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1. Schematic diagram of the braiding process (a) and motion of the
yarn carriers: (b) overall, (c) first, (d) second, (e) third, (f) fourth steps in the
formation of each unit cell. Red and green circles represent axial and braiding
yarn carriers, respectively; solid box, unit cell after the first and second steps;
dotted box, after the third and fourth steps [79]

The yarn carriers on concentric layers in the braiding bed move
circumferentially; i.e., clockwise and counter-clockwise for each carrier in the
odd and even layers, respectively (Figure 3-1(c)). The carriers then move
radially; i.e., inward and outward for each carrier in the odd and even columns,
respectively (Figure 3-1(d)). After these two steps, the carriers move in the
opposite direction to the previous first and second steps, respectively (Figure
3-1(e) and 3-1(f)), completing a total of four steps. Considering these carrier
motions, the repeating unit of the resulting braid can be identified schematically
as shown in Figure 3-1(b).
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As Figure 3-1, in this study, circular braided machine is used for making the
sample, however, manipulating carrier motion, four layer rectangular sample is
produced. For manufacturing braided preform, glass fiber (Dong-il Industrial
Co., Korea) is used for this works. Table 7 is mechanical properties of fibers
and resin used in this research. These material properties is based on industrial
reference from each company and several values were used reference value and
elastic assumption.

Table 7. Material properties of fiber and resin [29]

Martials

Modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s ratio

Tensile strength
(MPa)

Glass fiber

72

0.2

2,000

Carbon fiber

230

0.23

4,900

Epoxy resin

4.5

0.35

60

3.1.2 Unit cell and fiber based continuum modelling
The unit-cell of 3D braid scaffolds can be modeled mathematically, provided
that the running paths of individual yarns inside the braid are determined by the
manufacturing process (in this case, circular braiding) (Figure 3-1). 3D braid
preforms were manufactured using the four-step process in a circular braiding
machine built in a laboratory.
Two assumptions were made for the mathematical description of the unit cell:
the braiding yarns in the unit cell are straight and their cross-sections are
elliptical with major and minor radii of a and b, respectively. The geometrical
description was then completed by mathematically expressing the actual
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running paths of individual yarns. This description requires the unit cell size of
the preform braid (width (w) x thickness (t) x height (h)), which can be
determined using the braiding parameters and the physical dimensions of the
target braid composite (Table 8). The axial yarn thickness does not affect the
size of the unit cell. The width of the unit cell was determined from the number
of braiding yarns per layer, while its thickness was calculated from the target
composite thickness. The height of the unit-cell was calculated using the
braiding angle, as follows Eq (3.1)

Table 8. Example braiding parameters and target composite dimensions

Braiding
parameters

Target braid
dimension

Layers of braiding

4

Braiding yarn carriers per layer (n)

72

Axial yarn carriers per layer

72

Braiding angle (θ)

30°

Inner radius (Ri)

16.48 mm

Outer radius (Ro)

17.91 mm

Tube thickness (T)

1.43 mm
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π ( Ri + Ro )

w=

n

× 4,

T
× 4,
t=
N +1

w/2
h=
tan θ

(3.1)

where N and n are the number of braiding layers and yarn carriers per layer,
respectively. Θ, Ri, and Ro are representing the braiding angle and the inner and
outer radius, respectively.
The meanings of characters in Eq. (3.1) are provided in Tables 8 and 9. Yarns
were assumed to be elliptical. The radii of the ellipses were determined from
the fiber volume fraction. The fiber volume fraction (v) in the unit cell can be
calculated using the volume of the axial (Va) and braiding (Vb) yarns as Eq (3.2)

v (%) =

Va + Vb
*100
Vt

(3.2)

where Vt (= wth / 2) is the total volume of the unit cell. The volumes of the
axial and braiding yarns are given by Eq (3.3)

Va = 8 (π abl ) , Vb = 8 (π abh0 )

(3.3)

where l represents the length of the axial yarn in the unit cell and

h0=

( w / 2) + (t / 2)
2

2

+ h 2 . From the fiber volume fraction of the target

composite, the product of the two radii (a, b) can be determined using Eq. (3.2).
The radius of the short axis (b) is assumed to be 0.96* t / 8 to prevent
interpenetration between yarns (see Table 8 for detailed expression of each
variable).
Based on these numerical model final model is Figure 3-2 and it is made by
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TEXGEN that is textile structure design software. For FBM analysis,
dimension of this model is used for the analysis and each orientation of the yarn
in the composite is assumed that all of yarns have perfect orientation according
to unit cell dimension. So the yarn structure is similar to tri-axial model except
thickness effect.

Table 9. Unit cell geometry determined from the braiding parameters
Dimensions
t (thickness)

1.1440 mm

w (width)

6.0022 mm

h (height)

5.1980 mm

a (major semi-axis yarn length)

0.5020 mm

b (minor semi-axis yarn length)

0.0661 mm

Axial yarn curve parameters determining axial yarn length
ℎ

( 𝑙𝑙 = ∫0 �1 + (𝑧𝑧 ′ )2 dy , 𝑧𝑧 = 𝐴𝐴 sin�𝐵𝐵(𝑦𝑦 − 𝐶𝐶)� + 𝐷𝐷) )
A

0.1375

B

1.1589

C

0.6775

D

0.1375
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Figure 3-2. Geometrical model of a 3D braid preform unit cell with axial
yarns [79]

3.2 3D orthogonal woven structures
3.2.1 Fabrication of 3D orthogonal woven preforms

In this chapter, 3D orthogonal woven composites is manufactured with new
developed process jig. The new 3D woven jig consists of 3 major part as Figure
3-3.
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Figure 3-3. 3D orthogonal woven fabrication jig

First part is axial yarn tube as x-direction yarn component. A size and interval
of this axial tube is one of parameters for fiber volume fraction of 3D woven
composites. Next part is y-direction yarn part and it is consist of group of short
fiber, the distance of fiber is defined by with of the composites. The last part is
stitch yarn part and it consists z-direction yarn of the composites. This part is
important part of the 3D woven composite because this stitch yarn is in tangled
each layer of the yarns. The schematic motion of jig is Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4. Fabrication motion of the jig. (a) overall structure of the jig, (b)
sample structure of 3D orthogonal woven with the jig, (c) first inserting Ydirection, (d) first stitching of z-direction, (e) second inserting Y-direction, (e)
second stitching of z-direction

Axial tube is set-up first including fibers (Figure 3-4(c)). After that weaving
step is started. One weaving step consists of two y-direction yarn sets and two
stitch of z-direction stitch yarn (see Figure 3-4(c)-(f)). The composite is
manufactured by repeating of this step and it can be produced with continuum
process with continuous fiber supplying of x-direction yarn. However, in this
study, there is focused on manufacturing process and availability, so
discontinuous sample is manufactured as mechanical test dimension. It is same
to 3D braided composite manufacturing.
Based on this woven mechanism, 3D orthogonal woven preform was
produced as Figure 3-5. Here 5 layer model is used with T700S grade carbon
fiber (Torayca, Toray industries Inc.). Mechanical properties of fibers is also in
Table 7 as above.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-5. 3D orthogonal woven preform and composite structures. (a) 3D
preform with T700SC carbon fiber and (b) sample structure of the composite

3.2.2 Unit cell and fiber based continuum modelling
The unit cell of 3D orthogonal woven prepreg is also made by TEXGEN
software. In this study, the yarn volume fraction is small, so the unit cell can be
made with ideal yarn orientation and structure without interference.

Figure 3-6. Ideal structure of 3D orthogonal woven composite

Figure 3-6 shows ideal unit cell structure of 3D orthogonal woven composite
structure. The cross section of the yarn is calculated with carbon fiber filament
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radius and number of filaments in the carbon fiber yarn.
For 3D woven model, using FBM analysis, there is needed defining stitch yarn
path of the composite. Different from braiding yarn of braided composites,
stitch yarn of woven composite path has more complex movement and effect
to mechanical properties according to defining yarn orientation. Here, for
mimicking this stitch yarn path, Furrier series square wave is used as Eq (3.10).

f ( x) =

nπ x
1
sin(
)
π n =1,3,5... n
L
4

∞

∑

(3.10)

where the function is yarn path as square wave and L is length of the wave.
Here, the square wave is formed over 100 as value of n, however in FBM
analysis differential is also important because that is angle parameter of the
stitch yarn. Figure 3-7 shows the differences of angle change in the wave
formula. Therefore, in this study, 1000 is used for n value and the step is one
period of stitch yarn is separated as 200 steps. Figure 3-8 is final stitch yarn
path and angle distribution of the yarn.
Based on this yarn orientation, 3D orthogonal woven composites FBM
analysis model is defined with three layer system as Figure 3-9 and dimension
of the composite is determined with manufacturing jig scale.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-7. Furrier series square wave function and angle change with L = 2.
(a) n = 500 case and (b) n = 100 case
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Figure 3-8. Selected Furrier series square wave function and its angle change
(n = 1000)
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Figure 3-9. 3 Layers composition of 3D orthogonal woven composite for
Layer method.

3.3 Forming and characterization of 3D textile composites
3.3.1 Vacuum assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM) process

Using 3D braided and orthogonal woven preform, composites are
manufactured with vacuum assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM) process
is used because the preform consist of yarn entanglement so simple press
process cannot be avoided void and imperfection in the composite. Therefore,
VARTM process is considered for reducing resin imperfection in composites
with epoxy resin (Epofix, Struers). The resin properties is in above Table 7.
Not only 3D textile composite samples is manufactured, but also
unidirectional composite is produced. For the unidirectional composites, tensile
tests were carried out to obtain their elastic properties and failure strength. In
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case of 3D composites, 3D braided and orthogonal woven composites are tested
for characterization of the particular properties of 3D textile composites and
validate of the numerical model. As I mentioned before, braided composite
samples were fabricated, tested using glass fiber and orthogonal woven
composite sample is used carbon fiber. Also, 3D braid preforms, which were
prepared with a braiding structure of 4 layers and 12 carriers in each layer, were
used. The braid angles were fixed to be 30 degree. In case of 3D orthogonal
woven preforms, 5 layer model is used with uniform yarn density between x, y,
and z direction yarns.
For unidirectional composites were fabricated using the press molding at 90℃
and 50 MPa because unidirectional composites are usually made with prepreg,
however, using prepreg, there cannot be used same resin with other samples so
we used press molding process for unidirectional composites. And the curing
time of unidirectional composites was 30 minutes. Braided composites were
then fabricated using VARTM process by immersing braid preforms in epoxy
resin and removing the void in the resin by vacuum. For the validation works,
0, 45, 90 deg. glass fiber unidirectional composite samples and 3D braided glass
fiber composite samples were tested. Fiber volume faction of all composite
samples is manipulated about 45%. In case of 3D orthogonal woven composites,
carbon fiber is used. It is same with braiding perform, unidirectional test is done
for carrying out to obtain their elastic properties and failure strength. The 3D
woven composite has large thickness and lower fiber volume fraction, so cannot
be made with simple VARTM process as braided composites. Therefore new
bottom up process and rein transfer mold was produced as Figure 3-10 using
this mold, 5 layer 3D woven bulk is made with epoxy resin and the resin is
same with braided composites.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-10. Bottom up VARTM model and its structure. (a) top side, the red
circle is air flow hole and (b) bottom side, the red circle is resin injection hole
with 6 parallel ways.

Finally 3D textile composite samples were prepared as rectangular shape for
mechanical test and characterization (see Figure 3-5(b))

3.3.2 Structure and material properties characterization

To verify the mathematical modeling of the unit cell, an optical microscope
and computer tomography (CT) were used to observe the prepared specimens.
For CT image, it is sensitive at density and material atomic structures, so Ultrahigh molecular weight poly-ethylene (UHMWPE) fiber and epoxy composite
sample is made and tested instead of glass fibers. UHMWPE fiber CT image
condition is set in previous composite research, so we use UHMWPE fiber
braided sample and carbon fiber woven sample is taken CT image. Therefore,
in case of braided composite, the unit-cell geometry was constructed using
TEXGEN as shown in Figure 5 and compared with experimental observations
in Figure 3-11. Figure 3-11(a) shows the cross-sections of UHMWPE/epoxy
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composites. The cross-sections of the braid and axial yarns in the braided
composites appear not perfectly elliptical due to the compaction of filaments in
the yarns; however, the positions of the two yarns in the braid composites were
similar to the modeled ones. Figure 3-11(b) shows the internal structure of 3D
UHMWPE preforms with and without axial yarns, comparing the modeled
shapes with CT images, demonstrating that the unit cell modeling performed is
highly suitable for mathematically describing the geometry of 3D braid preform
and composites. In this braided sample case, real test sample is almost same
with unit cell model, so fiber volume fraction and yarn path is use with
simulated value.
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Figure 3-11. Cross sections of 3D braid composites. (a) SEM, and (b) microCT image (i) with and (ii) without axial yarns [79]

In case of 3D orthogonal woven composites, Figure 3-12 is inner structure of
the composite samples by micro-CT. At Figure 3-5(b) shows optical view of
composite sample and Figure 3-12 is internal structure with CT image.
Different from braided composite, woven composite structure is not same with
ideal case, however the composite sample has uniform structure and well made
without critical imperfection. The fiber volume fraction of the composites is
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calculated with yarn path assumption. X-direction and Y-direction yarn are
assumed straight aligned and Z-direction stitch yarn is assumed having
elliptical path. The ideal orthogonal structure and numerical model of is square
shape. However real sample has very low fiber volume fraction and carbon fiber
stiffness is very high, so stitch yarn is swelled so z-direction stitch yarn has
elliptical shape path. Total fiber volume fraction is 17.9% and it is calculated
by summation of each yarn density.

Figure 3-12. Micro-CT image of 3D orthogonal woven composite sample

3.4 Summary
In this chapter, 3D textile composites were manufactured with new fabrication
method. At first, 3D braided composite is manufactured with axial yarn
structure and its unit cell and FBM model is calculated. Here, 4 layer
rectangular 3D braided preform is manufactured. In case of 3D orthogonal
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woven composite, new fabrication jig is manufactured and it can be used for
continuous 3D woven composite manufacturing. In this study, z-direction stitch
orthogonal woven preform is manufactured. Using these 3D textile preform,
composite were formed with VARTM process. Not only 3D textile composites,
but also unidirectional composites is manufactured for fundamental material
properties as modulus and strength. Moreover, using optical microscope and Xray computer tomography, the inner structure of these composite samples was
observed.
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Chapter 4. Mechanical analysis of 3D textile
composites
FBM analysis model is developed for textile composite analysis in this study.
In this chapter, using FBM, 3D textile composite analysis was done. First,
experimental study was done for characterization of 3D textile composites.
Tensile and bending test was done with manufactured braided and orthogonal
woven composites for mechanical behavior of the composites. Tensile and
banding properties are fundamental properties of materials so basic properties
of numerical analysis. For 3D textile composites, many research focused on
unit cell approach because of its complex internal structure and various
parameters [80]. Moreover, in these days, numerous numerical theories and
technics is developed for textile analysis [41, 81, 82]. However, as chapter 2,
FBM analysis method is different from other unit cell approaches, because this
algorithm focused on continuum approach for whole composite structures.
Therefore, using FBM, the analysis can be done that one step analysis with
whole complex structures and textile design.
Based on experimental results, numerical validation work was performed.
Fundamental material properties is defined with unidirectional test result and
reference [75, 76]. 3D textile tensile and bending test result is compared to FBM
numerical results. Moreover inner structure change (yarn orientation) and
partial damage propagation is investigated in the 3D textile composites.
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4.1 Experimental
4.1.1 Tensile test of 3D composites
The tensile behavior of textile composites were measured using universal test
machines (Model 8801, Instron, USA) at strain rates of 0.002 s-1, respectively.
For 3D braided composites were manufactured from glass fibers and epoxy
resin matrix, also by unidirectional composites for fundamental material
properties. For the tensile test, rectangular samples in 15ⅹ2ⅹ150 mm (width
ⅹthicknessⅹheight) were used. The specimens were pulled in the height
direction with the clamping length of 30 mm. A preload of 20 N was applied to
the specimens for stabilizing composite fiber structure. For 3D woven
rectangular sample, the dimension is 6ⅹ12ⅹ150 mm (widthⅹthicknessⅹ
length) were used that is 2 times of unit cell with. The specimens were pulled
in the length direction with the clamping length of 25 mm with testing tap. A
preload of 20 N was also applied to the specimens for stabilizing. The test was
done using universal test machines (Model 8801, Instron, USA) at strain rates
of 0.002 s-1, respectively. The representative experimental situation is Figure 41(a). The tensile test was done more 7 samples at each case and averaged
without highest and lowest result. Unidirectional test result is just used modulus
and strength value of 60% fiber volume fraction and other volume fraction and
compressive value is used reference and assumption with simple rule of mixture.
The value of used properties are longitudinal tensile and compressive strength,
transverse tensile and compressive strength, and shear strength. 3D textile
composite result is used as stress strain curve for characterizing the properties
and compared to numerical analysis result.
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4.1.2 Bending test of 3D composites
Three point bending test was carried out using same sample size with tensile
test. Bending test was done with 3D textile composites only because
unidirectional composite properties are just used for fundamental parameters
with tensile and compressive strength value. Same samples with tensile test
were used for bending test, so for 3D braided composites were manufactured
from glass fibers and epoxy resin matrix and rectangular samples in 15ⅹ2ⅹ
150 mm (widthⅹthicknessⅹheight) were used. In the bending test, a preload
of 5 N was applied to the specimens for stabilizing composite fiber structure.
For 3D woven rectangular sample, the dimension is 6ⅹ12ⅹ150 mm (widthⅹ
thicknessⅹlength) were used that is 2 times of unit cell with. Moreover, for the
braided composite test, the support span is 120 mm and test speed is 2 mm/min
and the head speed is calculated following ASTM D790. Also, flexible modulus
and strength is calculated with same ASTM standards. In case of 3D woven
textiles, 100 mm support span is used because of sample size and test equipment.
The braided composite was tested test with universal test machine (UTM) as
Lloyd instrument (LR50K, USA) and 3D orthogonal woven composite was
tested with other UTM as Quasar 5 (Galbadini, Italy) due to laboratory
condition.

However, according to ASTM standard, the test condition is

satisfied minimum condition of the test ratio. Test speed and calculation of
properties was also done according to ASTM standard. Figure 4-1(b) shows
representative test condition and the sample as before and after test pictures. Eq.
(4.1) is flexural modulus and Eq. (4.2) is flexural strength from ASTM standard.
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E flex =

σf =

L3 F
4 wd 3

(4.1)

3PL
2 wd 2

(4.2)

where L is gage length of a sample, F is slope of tangent to the initial straight
line portion of load-deflection curve and P is load at a given point as ultimate
strength. And w is width and d is depth or thickness of a sample.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-1. Representative test condition of 3D textile composites. (a) Tensile
test and (b) three point bending test

4.2 Theoretical analysis
For numerical analysis, the failure properties of the unidirectional composites
were determined and provided as Table 10. All tensile properties are
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experimental result and compressive data is assumed with reference [36, 83].

Table 10. Unidirectional composite properties [36, 83]

Materials

Longitudinal

Longitudinal

Transverse

Transverse

tensile

compression

tensile

compression

(MPa)

(MPa)

(MPa)

(MPa)

1,062

686

36

138

61

1,950

1,480

48

250

79

(60 vol. %)

Glass
fiber
Carbon
fiber

Shear
(MPa)

The unidirectional composite properties is defined at 60 % fiber volume
fraction because of it is well used fiber volume fraction and tested in this study
with press molding. However 3D textile composite has other fiber volume
fraction such as 45 % for 3D five axis braided composite and 17.9 % for 3D
orthogonal woven composites. In this case, the unidirectional composite
properties at the volume fraction is calculated by interpolation with reference
and assumed.
4.2.1 Simulation procedure and boundary condition
The simulation work is mimicked experimental study. Tensile and bending
simulation is done with commercial finite element software ABAQUS using
user subroutine. For tensile simulation, periodic boundary condition is applied
because avoiding stress concentration error. The FBM method determined
partial damage and propagation with stress tensor on the every element and
applying stiffness degradation to partial damage element so edge boundary
stress concentration can be effect to boundary element property degradation.
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Periodic boundary condition is activated with input file treatment in ABAQUS
software. Tensile simulation is done with same dimension with 3D textile
composite samples with x-direction elongation. Stress-strain curve is treated by
reaction force and displacement value. For mechanical behavior 5 % elongation
result is gained with 0.05 % increment step. Checking angle variation and
change, 30% elongation simulation was also done with 0.3% increment step
and in this case, failure and damage is ignored because its deformation is
already failure before 30 % elongation. In this research 3 state variable is used
that additional information value of finite element analysis numerical
simulation. They are called SDV and SDV1 as partial failure value, SDV2 as
total failure value, and SDV3 is yarn angle from x-direction. In braided
composite case, braided angle is recorded at SDV3 and in 3D orthogonal woven
case, z-direction stitch yarn path angle is traced by SDV3 value. For SDV1, the
SDV1 value is an integral number and each digit indicates each partial layer.
SDV2 is final failure of a composite and it has a value over 1 means total failure
of a composite. The failure angle can be also calculated based on Puck’s
criterion however it was processed in the subroutine and not treated output
parameters. The failure mode can be defined by SDV1 variables. For bending
simulation, periodic boundary condition cannot be used. So rigid body jig is
manufactured. The contact properties of test part and jig part is treated as hard
contact and friction. Here, 0.99 friction coefficient is used because of avoiding
numerical error with assumption of simple contact condition.
4.2.2 Result treatment and post calculation
From numerical analysis, force and displacement data and SDVs value is
gained. Stress and strain behavior of the composite is calculated using the force
displacement relationship. Figure 4-2 is representative example of numerical
result as 3D braided composite tensile simulation. As Figure 4-2 stress-strain
behavior is gained and non-linear property was shown. An inflection point is
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partial damage point and it is classified by SDV values. For example, in Figure
4-2, first inflection point is partial damage start point and it is determined
transvers failure of braided yarn according to SDV1. After that non-linear
increase occurs by inner yarn orientation change. The yarn orientation is traced
as SDV3. Second inflection point is tensile failure of axial yarn and the axial
yarn is dominant tensile properties, so tensile properties are depredate
significantly. Finally braided yarn tensile failure with total composite failure.
In this case, for axial yarn, no off-axis is occurred so axial yarn transvers failure
is ignored until total failure. Also according to tensile loading, braiding yarn
orientation change is traced as Figure 4-2. However, tensile deformation until
failure of the braided composite is small as unidirectional composites, so not
significant angle change is occurred.
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Figure 4-2. Representative numerical result of 3D braided composite

For bending simulation, flexural stress and strain behavior is calculated using
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reaction force of upper jig and sample displacement. It was also calculated with
force displacement relationship of numerical result. Here, slip in contact region
is neglected in this study.

4.3 Results and discussions
4.3.1 Experimental results
Figure 4-3 shows braided composite tensile test results and bending test results.
Each test is done with more 7 samples and averaged excluding highest and
lowest value. The composite modulus, failure strength and failure strain is Table
11. Moreover Figure 4-3 is pictures of before and after test samples. In the
tensile test of braided composite case, non-linear degradation behavior is shown
and it is due to stimulus damage and propagation in a composites such as microcrack and yarn failure filament by filament. Its failure strain is similar to
unidirectional composite, because tensile properties of 3D five axis braided
composite is mainly controlled by axial yarn property and it is longitudinal
aligned as yarn of unidirectional composites. At the failure, braiding composite
is totally failed as all of yarn part is broken. For bending test of braided
composite case, its non-linear behavior is smaller than tensile case. It seems to
inner deformation of the composite is smaller than tensile case. The flexural
strain is also smaller than tensile deformation. Moreover, bending failure of the
composite not total failure of the yarn and it is type of de-bonding failure (See
Figure 4-4(b). Due to this reason, flexural strain is also much lower than tensile
strength. Yarn undulation of a braided composite is not large effect for bending
properties so its bending behavior is similar to unidirectional composites.
However, a braided composite has yarn entanglement so matrix transverse
crack and de-bonding occurred before yarn failure. And its toughness is higher
than unidirectional composite due to this effect. This effect also detected on the
numerical simulations.
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Table 11. Experimental result of 3D textile composites
Five axis braided

Orthogonal woven

composite

composite

Glass fiber

Carbon fiber

45 %

17.9 %

Young’s Modulus

21.73

16.781

(GPa)

(1.31)

(0.077)

Failure strength

471.21

231.26

(MPa)

(29.52)

(8.85)

Failure strain

0.029

1.98

(%)

(0.002)

(0.11)

Flexural Modulus

19.122

17.815

(GPa)

(1.04)

(1.005)

Flexural strength

144.31

269.12

(MPa)

(10.35)

(14.38)

Failure strain

0.00943

2.21

(%)

(0.0005)

(0.13)

Structures
Materials
Fiber volume
fraction
Tensile properties

Bending properties
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4-3. Test before and after samples of 3D textile composites. (a) Tensile
test of braided composite, (b) bending test of braided composite, (c) tensile
test of orthogonal woven composite, and (d) bending test of orthogonal woven
composite
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Figure 4-4. Representative test result of 3D textile composite samples. (a)
Tensile test and (b) three point bending test
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In 3D orthogonal woven composite case, the test result is Figure 4-5 and test
sample pictures is in Figure 4-3(c) and (d). Figure 4-5(a) is tensile test result of
woven textile composite. Similar to braided composite test, non-linear behavior
is shown and partial failure effect is occurred. Moreover, according to
elongation, 3D woven composite has more stimulus crack is investigated
because of 3D woven composite has more transverse interface according to
loading direction than braided composites. Also almost yarn is aligned to
rectangular coordinates, critical partial damage that is significantly effect to
stress-strain behavior is not detected. For three point bending test, the test result
has complicated stress-strain curve due to Z-direction stitch yarn. As Figure 45(b) similar to other aligned composites, a 3D woven composite has linear fitted
stress-strain behavior until first critical partial failure, however after that,
complex deformation and damage propagation behavior is shown. 3D woven
composite has Y and Z direction yarn as transverse direction, so based on
transverse crack, non-linear behavior and multi-step failure is existed. And
more, Z direction stitch yarn has elliptical path and it shows particular behavior
as Figure 4-5(b). Moreover, due to this particular properties of 3D woven
composites, the composite has high toughness after ultimate strength. Here,
stress-strain behavior is shown until ultimate strength as about 2 percent
deformation, however final failure is appeared over 3 percent. Furthermore,
differently unidirectional or braided composite, 3D woven composite has Z
direction stitch yarn, so thickness direction de-bonding and delamination effect
is lower than other structures. The modulus and strength is in Table 11 and the
result shows higher bending properties than other textile composites even this
sample has low fiber volume fraction. The property is almost uniform structure
behavior as steel or ceramic between tensile and bending behavior and these
properties shows 3D woven composite structure can be useful for structural
materials for sustaining complex load condition. Moreover, 3D woven
composites have high toughness and it is also merit for structural materials.
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Figure 4-5. Representative test result of 3D orthogonal woven textile
composite samples. (a) Tensile test and (b) three point bending test
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4.3.2 Numerical results and comparison
Numerical analysis was done with FBM analysis model. According to section
4.3, unidirectional composite properties used for failure condition prediction.
Based on these fundamental parameters, numerical analysis of 3D textile
composite was done. 3D five axis braided and orthogonal woven textile
composite simulation were done. Figure 4-6 is braided composite tensile test
and its comparison result. As Figure 4-6 numerical prediction is well matched
experimental result and its stress-strain behavior is well mimicked with elastic
and inner structure update. Moreover, as section 4.3, inside of a composite
change is predicted as braiding angle change and partial damage propagation.
According to deformation, longitudinal elongation is occurred and braiding
yarn was longitudinally aligned as braiding angle reducing. In this case, 30 deg.
braiding angle was reduced 27.8 deg. until failure. Accruing to braiding angle
change, transverse crack occurred first. Before partial damage as transverse
crack, stress-strain curve is slightly increased that linear behavior because of
reduced braiding yarn angle. After partial failure occur, stiffness degradation is
detected by modified ply discount model. After that, more deformation was
proceeded and critical damage is occurred as axial yarn tensile failure. Tensile
load is sustained by axial yarn, so after axial yarn broken, composite stiffness
significantly degraded and total composite is failed shortly. The FBM analysis
model is designed that the code is stopped after total failure, so the stress-strain
curve is finished at total failure point. The comparison between numerical and
experimental result is Table 12.
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Figure 4-6. Tensile behavior of 3D five axis braided composite and its
comparison between numerical and representative experimental result.

Table 12. Comparison between numerical and experimental results of 3D
textile composite

Structures

Five axis braided

Orthogonal woven

composite

composite

Tensile properties

Exp.

Young’s Modulus

21.73

(GPa)

(1.31)

Numerical
21.70
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Exp.
16.781
(0.077)

Numerical
16.829

Failure strength

471.21

(MPa)

(29.52)

Failure strain

463.88

0.029

0.028

(0.002)

231.26
(8.85)
0.0198
(0.0011)

251.68
0.022

Bending properties
Flexural Modulus

19.122

(GPa)

(1.04)

Flexural strength

144.31

(MPa)

(10.35)

Failure strain

0.00943
(0.0005)

19.386
161.56
0.00903

17.815
(1.005)
269.12
(14.38)
0.0221
(0.0013)

19.219
291.26
0.0210

Bending simulation result and comparison is Figure 4-7. Bending simulation
was not used periodic boundary condition so non-uniform stress distribution is
shown. Also partial failure was propagated as Figure 4-7. Bending behavior of
braided composite was particular process as non-total failure. As Figure 4-3(b),
the matrix was failed totally, however fiber is not broken until displacement
limit. After test, the sample was not broken until 90 deg. curvature. It means
fiber-matrix is totally de-bonded and cannot flexural load transfer. So in
experimental result, the composite has ultimate strength about 0.9 % bending,
however still flexural load is sustained until bending limit. It was also in
numerical result, the partial failure occurred before ultimate strength as
transverse matrix failure and all layer transverse failure occurred at ultimate
strength. After ultimate strength point, the stress in decreased however total
failure is not occurred until simulation finished that is 10 % flexural
deformation. For linear region, instead slightly increasing phenomenon is not
shown, stimulus decreasing is detected because damage propagation is proceed
as real situation due to rigid jig part is used as experimental. That means the
numerical solution is well mimicked experimental condition. In figure 4-7,
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numerical result until 1 % deformation is included because after 1 %, the
numerical result has not meaningful data due to stability of FBM analysis code.
However the result is well matched with experimental data. The comparison
value between numerical and experimental result is Table 12. Its error is bigger
than tensile test especially strength estimation, however it is about 10 %
difference and acceptable value. Furthermore, the more reason of result is
imperfection of the test sample because bending test is more sensitive about
void or internal crack than tensile test by tension and compression coupling
effect. Moreover, in this study, we assumed that composites has no de-bonding
at the interface, however in the bending test, crazy and delamination at the
interface is important factor for determining strength of composites.
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Figure 4-7. Flexural behavior of 3D five axis braided composite and its
comparison between numerical and representative experimental result.

In 3D orthogonal woven composites, the numerical result and comparison is
Figure 4-8. For 3D woven composite results, the numerical simulation
specimen is similar to braided composite, so SDV as damage propagation figure
is omitted and explained with graph result. 3D woven composite consist of 3
layer part and Z direction stich yarn is not easy to failure simulated because Z
direction yarn is angle treatment and averaged stiffness properties was inputted.
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So first partial failure is Y direction yarn transvers failure. Also according to
deformation, stitch yarn angle variation is reduced due to alignment by
elongation. So here is also slightly increasing behavior is shown similar to
braided composite tensile simulation. for final failure, x direction yarn fiber
failure is final failure of a composite and Z direction stich yarn is also failure at
this point because load sustaining carriage of X direction yarn is larger than Z
direction stitch yarn, so after X direction yarn failure stich yarn cannot
sustaining the load alone and failure immediately after X direction yarn tensile
failure. So the numerical result shows bi-linear like behavior with slightly nonlinear increasing properties. Young’s modulus and failure strength of 3D woven
composite were well predicted with FBM analysis and the value of result is
Table 12. However, in experimental non-linear decreasing is shown according
to elongation due to stimulus de-bonding effect between fiber and matrix and it
was investigated by sound during the experimental. Bending simulation was
also done and compared. Figure 4-9 and 4-10 shows bending result and
comparison between numerical and experimental result. Minus value of SDV1
at figure 4-10 is treatment error and it was changed zero immediately before
next increment. At section 4.4.1, particular bending behavior of 3D woven
composite was explained and it was repeated in simulation result. Different
form braided composite, woven composite shows stimulus decreasing behavior
according to deformation. For bending deformation, yarn angle change is
smaller than tensile deformation and moreover, 3D woven composite has Z
direction stitch yarn effect for non-linear properties. For the ultimate strength
point, 3D woven composite has total failure, however a ultimate strength
occurred with X direction yarn failure. Total composite failure is shown after
ultimate strength with Z direction yarn failure. The value of modulus and
strength is Table 12 and its prediction is well matched without 3D unit cell
approach. From 3D braided and orthogonal woven composite simulation, FBM
analysis method is well predicted mechanical behavior of 3D textile composite
just using fiber and matrix properties with internal fiber structure update.
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However, non-linear properties of stimulus failure cannot be traced using
current model. It is needed modified layer model or stochastic model for this
properties. Nevertheless of this limitation, stress-strain curve is predicted
within about 10 % error form initial to total composite failure strain.

Figure 4-8. Tensile behavior of 3D orthogonal woven composite and its
comparison between numerical and representative experimental result.
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Figure 4-9. Flexural behavior of 3D orthogonal woven composite and its
comparison between numerical and representative experimental result.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Figure 4-10. Damage propagation of 3D orthogonal woven composite at three
point bending test

Using FBM analysis, comparison of 2D woven composite, 3D braided
composite and 3D orthogonal woven composite. Figure 4-10 shows tensile
behavior of three types of composite with same fiber volume fraction. 3D
orthogonal woven composite has 17.9 percent of fiber volume fraction and it is
lowest fraction of composites in this research, so fiber volume fraction is set
17.9 percent and carbon fiber properties was used this simulation. As Figure 411, 2D woven composite has highest modulus and strength due to longitudinal
direction fiber portion is more than other structures. 3D woven composite is
shown middle range modulus and strength due to Z direction stitch yarn is
aligned rectangular coordinated direction so stitch yarn carried higher load than
off axis yarns in braided composite. due to these off axis braided yarn, 3D
braided composite has lowest modulus, however these braiding yarn sustain
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more load after tensile yarn failure so failure strain of braiding composite is
larger than other structures.
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Figure 4-11. Numerical comparison of 3 types textile composite with same
dimension and fiber volume fraction as CFRP

4.3.3 Discussions and applications

FBM analysis was done and compared with experimental study. This method
well predicted mechanical behavior of 3D textile composite based on fiber and
matrix properties considering inner fiber orientation update. However, it is
mentioned section 4.4.2, non-linear properties of stimulus failure cannot be
traced using current model. For solving this problems, modified layer model or
stochastic model is required and it is not considered in this study. Nevertheless
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of this limitation, stress-strain curve is predicted within about 10 % error form
initial to total composite failure strain. Moreover FBM analysis method can be
used directly 3D structure analysis and predicted mechanical behavior of 3D
composite structures. Figure 4-12 is an example of numerical analysis of 3D
woven composite used. Previous research, its properties are estimated with unit
cell modelling result and combination with another step of structural analysis.
However, in this study, FBM analysis method is used and directly analyze its
mechanical properties with fiber and matrix properties. Figure 4-12 is 2D and
3D woven composite comparison example with carbon fiber reinforced
composite structure. Fiber and matrix were assumed same with 3D orthogonal
woven analysis sample and fiber volume fraction is also same with 3D woven
test sample. As Figure 4-12(a) 3D woven composite model has less stress
concentration and failure strain is higher according to 4-12(b). The reason of
result is stitch yarn effect to torsional reinforcement. 3D woven composite has
Z direction stitch yarn and higher torsional performance. This example
structure is screw blade and high torsional properties are needed, so 3D woven
structure is good for a type of blade structures. In this example, 2D woven
model was 132 MPa failure strength, however 3D woven composite was
endured 152 MPa stress at same deformation with same boundary condition.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4-12. Application example of FBM analysis and 3D orthogonal woven
composite structure. (a) Damage initiation and propagation - 2D woven (top)
and 3D woven (bottom) and (b) Strain distribution at failure strain - 2D
woven (left) and 3D woven (right)

Post forming example is also done with FBM analysis. This method can be
used to preform analysis. Figure 4-13 is example of post forming process. In
this simulation, simple mandrel is designed and cylindrical braided preform is
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used. For mandrel, rigid body property is applied and braided preform property
is assumed transverse isotropic carbon fiber without resin. Avoiding numerical
problems, resin property is assumed isotropic and having 10-6 order modulus as
zero value. After combining two part, uniform pressure is applied to outer
surface of the model. Figure 4-13(b) is yarn orientation tracing result at outer
most curved point. According to deformation, yarn orientation is changed and,
due to inner structure radius is smaller than outer parts, that is the reason of
angle changed to bigger.
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Figure 4-13. Post forming process with FBM analysis. (a) Example structure
simulation and (b) inner yarn orientation change at most curved point
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4.4 Summary
FBM analysis method is main idea of this study and it is explained at chapter
2. 3D textile composite fabrication is well researched in many studies, however
until it was case by case study was done. In this chapter, using FBM, 3D textile
mechanical property analysis was done. 3D braided and orthogonal woven
composite samples, which were made at chapter 3, was used for validation.
Tensile and bending test was done for characterization of 3D textile composite
properties and validation of FBM analysis. The FBM numerical analysis was
well predicted 3D textile composite properties and one step analysis can be
available. Also 3D composite structure has high performance in strength and
toughness behavior, especially, 3D orthogonal woven composite has particular
properties on toughness than other textile composites Moreover, according to
FBM analysis, inside composite fiber structure change is predicted as yarn
orientation change. Damage mode and propagation is also predicted based on
Puck’s failure criterion. This FBM analysis works is done with commercial
finite element analysis software ABAQUS and its user subroutine. Finally,
application of these 3D textile composite and FBM analysis is investigated by
composite blade analysis example.
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Chapter 5. Concluding remarks
Based on previous numerical analysis technics, the new algorithm for
prediction of mechanical behavior of 3D textile composite is developed, called
fiber based continuum model (FBM). The 3D textile manufacturing process is
also developed for 3D braided and orthogonal woven composites.

At first, in chapter 2, FBM analysis model is developed considering fiber
orientation in the composites. The model is focused on yarn structure and
tracing the orientation of the yarn during deformation. For this, yarn update
model is developed with deformation gradient at each increment of numerical
analysis step. The yarn path is implemented as polynomial function coordinates
with several assumption. Moreover, differential of each coordinates is used for
calculating the angle change of the yarn in composites. Based on this structure,
stress and strength is computed as stress strain behavior. The elastic property of
the composites was calculated using layer model that is considering each yarn
part as a sandwich layer. The base parameters are used as fundamental materials
as fiber and matrix. Here, the elastic properties is calculated just using rule of
mixture and tensor transform. For strength analysis, partial damage and
propagation was considered. The failure conditions were obtained by
unidirectional composites and tensor transform then used failure criterion on
each yarn part and propagation. Puck’s criterion is used in this study as 3D
failure criterion. This numerical model, that is FBM, is composed as user
subroutine in commercial numerical analysis software ABAQUS.
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Chapter 3 is about fabrication of 3D textile composites. In this study, 3D five
axis braided and orthogonal woven composite is manufactured. For braided
composite, the preform of braided structure is made based con four step circular
braided machine that is manufactured in the lab. According to manipulation of
carrier motion, 4 layer rectangular braided preform is produced. 3D orthogonal
woven preform is also made in the laboratory with newly developed 3D
weaving jig. In this study, make the jig for continuous 3D weaving process, so
even though manufacturing discontinuous sample in this chapter, the
mechanism can be used continuous fabrication process. Forming process is also
researched with VARTM process. Unidirectional composite is molded with
simple pressure molding and braided composite is manufactured with typical
VARTM process. However, 3D orthogonal woven composite that is made in
this study, has very small fiber volume fraction and cannot be formed with
typical VARTM process. Therefore new VARTM process mold and injection
condition is researched and optimized. And then the structure modeling of 3D
textile is done with textile fabrication software, TEXGEN. Based on this
structure model, unit cell analysis is done and it is used for yarn orientation
calculation for FBM analysis. Furthermore, the yarn structure is verified with
image process as micro CT.

Based on numerical analysis model in chapter 2 and textile composite samples
and model in chapter 3, numerical analysis and validation was done.
Experimental work of 3D textile composite was done as tensile and bending
test. They are fundamental mechanical behavior of structural materials. The
numerical analysis was done with FBM analysis and validation with comparing
to experimental result. Here, in the numerical analysis, not only stress-strain
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behavior is discussed, but also damage mode and propagation of 3D textile
composite is considered. Especially, 3D orthogonal woven composite has
particular properties on toughness than other textile composites. Moreover,
according to FBM analysis, inner composite structure change is predicted as
yarn orientation change. Damage mode and propagation is also predicted using
Puck’s failure criterion. This FBM analysis works is done with commercial
finite element analysis software ABAQUS and its user subroutine.

In conclusion, there are new algorithm for continuum analysis for 3D textile
composites and its fabrication. For manufacturing part, 3D braided and
orthogonal woven composites are fabricated and characterized. These 3D
composites have particular properties as high toughness and strength without
delamination. And then FBM analysis model is developed and validated with
experimental study. The numerical and experimental result shows that
particular properties of 3D textile and merits of FBM analysis algorithm.
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Korean Abstract
섬유강화 복합재료는 현재 군사, 항공 및 여러 산업 분야에서 활용
되고 있으며 다양한 첨단 구조재료로서 각광받고 있다. 이와 같은
다양한 수요를 만족하기 위해 구조 설계 및 복합재료의 제조 방법
에 대한 많은 연구가 수행되어왔다. 또한 복합재료의 구조적 단점을
해결하기 위해 삼차원 섬유 강화 복합재료의 연구가 진행되고 있으
며, 그 구조적 특징으로 인해 단위 구조체를 바탕으로 한 연구가 많
이 진행 되었으며 이를 기반으로 하여 구조재료의 해석을 진행하는
단계로 활용되고 있다. 본 연구에서는 이와 같은 복잡한 다단계 해
석 과정을 간소화하고 변형에 따른 구조적인 변화에서 오는 해석적
변수를 고려하기 위해 섬유 기반 연속체 모델을 개발하고 검증을
진행하였다.
해당 해석 모델, Fiber based model(FBM) 은 삼차원 복합재료의
물성 해석을 위해 복합재료 내부 섬유 구조를 반영한 연속체 역학
기반의 유한 요소 법을 통해 복합재료의 연속 거동을 해석하는 것
이 특징으로 각 구조체의 반복단위를 설정하고 이에 해당하는 섬유
구조를 연속적으로 갱신하여 해석을 진행하는 것이 특징이다. FBM
은 이와 같은 특징으로 인해 섬유와 수지의 기본 강성 및 강도를
바탕으로 삼차원 구조체의 물성을 하나의 해석 프로세스로 해석 가
능한 알고리즘을 가지고 있다. 해석 과정에서는 섬유의 구조를 모사
하기 위해 각 섬유 파트의 방향성을 다항 함수를 통해 근사하였으
며, 각 부분의 물성을 텐서 변환을 통해 예측하고, Puck ’ s
criterion에 기반하여 부분 파손 및 진행과 파손 모드, 그리고 최종
파손에 대한 해석을 진행하였다. 이를 통해 섬유 복합재료 구조를
각 파트로 나누어 계산하여 특정 면의 부분 파손 거동을 추적할 수
있고, 해당 파손이 어떤 모드로 진행 중인지 예측할 수 있다
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다음 장에서는 3차원 섬유 강화 복합재료의 활용 가능성 모색과
해석 알고리즘의 검증을 위해 실제 복합재료 시편을 제작 하였으며,
본 연구에서는 편조 구조와 삼차원 직조 구조의 시편을 제작하고
시험을 진행하였다. 편조 구조의 경우 수직 배향 사를 포함한 5축
기반의 편조 구조를 제작하였으며, 삼차원 직조 구조는 Orthogonal
woven 구조를 기반으로 한 구조를 제작하였다. 또한 시편 제작을
위해 삼차원 편조와 직조 구조를 제조를 위한 연속 공정에 응용 가
능한 직조 및 성형 프로세스를 개발하였다.
최종적으로 이와 같은 삼차원 복합재료 구조들의 물성을 FBM 모
델을 통해 해석을 진행하고 이를 비교 검증하였으며, 기존 단위 구
조체 모델과 비교하여 충분한 가능성과 정확성을 확보하였다. 특히
삼차원 직조 구조의 경우 구조 해석에 있어 기존의 해석 모델들과
달리 구조체에서의 변형에 따른 응력 분포 및 파손에 대한 해석을
진행하였으며 이를 통해 다양한 구조적 요인의 특성 해석도 가능할
것으로 사료된다. 또한 변형이 큰 경우에도 복합재료 구조의 내부
변형을 고려하여 전체물성 및 파손에 대한 해석을 할 수 있으며, 구
조변화에 따른 물성 예측을 가능하게 할 뿐만 아니라 다양한 삼차
원 구조 섬유강화 복합재료에 활용 가능할 것으로 기대된다.
핵심어: 섬유강화 복합재료, 수치해석, 구조해석, 삼차원 복합재료,
섬유기반 연속체 모델
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